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Evaluation of transient amplitudes
between Dirac spinors1

By M. Caffo, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23 and
INFN, Sezione di Bologna
E. Remiddi, Département de Physique Théorique,
Université de Genève, 1211 Genève 4, Switzerland and
Istituto di Fisica, Università di Bologna and
INFN, Sezione di Bologna

(2. VII. 1982)

Abstract. We present a simple method for expressing transition amplitudes between fermion
states of definite polarization in terms of momenta and polarization vectors only, rather than
-y-matrices and spinors. As an illustration, we work out Coulomb and Bhabha scattering for polarized
particles.

1. A transition amplitude A between two spinor states is written as

A ü(j)Mu(i), (1.1)

where M is a string or a sum of strings of y-matrices and ü(j), u(i) are the
appropriate four component Dirac spinors corresponding to the sets of quantum
numbers /, i (momentum, polarization and particle or antiparticle nature of the
state). In textbooks the explicit values of components of free spinors (depending
in particular on the representation used for the y-matrices) are usually given, but
very rarely used for the direct evaluation of equation (1.1). The standard
treatment consists in considering the square

|A|2 ü(j)Mu(i)ü(i)y4M+yMi) (1-2)

and in evaluating it as

|A|2 Tr [MU(i, i)y4M+y4U(j, j)], (1.3)

where one puts

U(i,i) u(i)ü(i); (1.4)

the explicit expression of U(i, i) is then given. For a fixed polarization or the sum
on the two spin states, it involves only y-matrices in a way which is of course
independent from their representation; it is familiar to everybody and will not be
rewritten in this introduction.

The purpose of this note is rather to give the explicit expression of the
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generalized operators

U(i,j) u(i)ü(j), (1.5)

again in terms of y-matrices and of simple rational functions of momenta and
spin-polarization vectors, to be used for rewriting equation (1.1) as

A=Tr[MU(U)]. (1-6)

After evaluation of the trace, A takes the explicit form of a suitable complex
number, expressed in terms of momenta and polarization vectors, while everything

else previously referring to spinors and y-matrices has of course
disappeared. Squaring A is then trivial.

The explicit form of equation (1.5) is given in equation (3.5) below. To our
surprise, we could not find it and its use in textbooks, hence the present paper.
Our result can be considered as an handy way of extracting helicity amplitudes;
with respect to other methods for obtaining the same result, we observe that
common helicity projectors apply usually to a given process only and are of no
direct use for different processes, while our formulas do not suffer from that
restriction.

For a simple M, the evaluation of equation (1.6) is as complicated as that of
equation (1.3); yet, equation (1.6) provides another way of looking at equation
(1.1) and one more way of studying its properties. In complicated cases, when M
is the sum of several different contributions and interference effects are of interest
equation (1.6) might prove to be more convenient than equation (1.3), as those
equations are respectively linear and quadratic in the number of the contributions
to M. We have in mind in particular the high energy e+e scattering into various
final channels, where the detailed study of the polarization of the concerned
particles can provide a sensible way of investigating, for instance, parity violating
interference effects and of testing the existing models of electroweak interactions.

The matters of this paper being anyhow simple, we were not afraid from
being sometimes pedagogical: Section 2 contains a derivation of the well known
equation (1.4); it is given for completeness, but also because obtained without any
reference to the explicit values of the involved spinors, in a way which is slightly
different from most textbooks; Section 3 establishes equation (1.5), which is the
main result of this paper; Section 4 applies it explicitly to the very simple case of
Coulomb potential scattering; Section 5 finally deals with the e+e~ —> e+e~

process in tree approximation; we discuss the different features of the direct and
annihilation channels, giving the explicit values of the transition amplitudes.

The application of the method to more complicated processes will be given
elsewhere.

2. To introduce our notation we write Dirac's equation as

y4(ip-y-poy44-m)u(p) 0,

u+(p)(-ipy-poy4+m)y4 0,

with hermitian y-matrices. If p0 E +\lp2+mz and p (p,E), equation (2.1)
becomes

y4(ip' + m)u+(p) 0,

ul(p)y4(ip'+m) 0,
{2"Z)
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while if p0 E —\lpz + m2 and p (p, E), as in the previous case, one has

(-# + m)y4u_(p) 0,

ut(p)(-iff+m)y4 0.

To write down explicitly the solutions u, an explicit representation of the
y-matrices has to be chosen. It is however possible to write the bilinear forms,
such as equation (1.4) to which we are interested, without explicit reference to
spinor components. To that purpose we define as usual the projectors A+(p) and
A_(p)

1 1
A+(p) — [E + (m - ipy)y4] —; (-ip1 + m)y4;

(2.4,

A-(p) — [E - (m - ipy)y4] — y4(~¥ ~ ™)
IE IE

and the polarization vector a (â, a0) with the properties

(a-p) 0, (a-a) l, [iy5ri, #] 0, 75 71727374- (2.5)

We are then ready to introduce the 4 operators (A ±1)

P+(p, a, k) A+(p)|(l + iAy5^)A+(p)

A+(p)è(l + iAy5d-y)A.,(p)

h(l + ir\ySri) — (-ip' + m)y4,

P_(p, a, A) A_(p)i(l + rAy5^)Ata_(p)

A_(p)|(l + iAy5d-y)A_(p)

For given (p, a), call Pt, i 1,2, 3,4 the four above operators. By using the
appropriate lines of equations (2.6) one immediately verifies that they satisfy the
relations

P+ P

Pi-P, 8UR,
; ' ' ' (2.7)

IP,=1.
[ 1

The first equation says that the P;'s are hermitian; the second, that their
eigenvalues are 0 or 1, hence they are projectors; the third that they form a
complete set. One has further

TrP; l, i l,...4,
showing that each of them projects in a single state. It is then possible to write

P+(p, a, A) u(p, a, A)u+(p, a, A), (2.8)

where A ±1, u(p, a, A) is the eigenstate of P+(p, a, <\) to the eigenvalue 1,
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normalized to u+u 1 and satisfying equation (2.2), as immediately seen. Similarly

one can write

P_(p, a, A) w(p, a, k)w+(p, a, A), (2.9)

where A ±1, w+w 1 and w, w+ satisfy equation (2.3). The more usual v's can
be defined as

u(p,a,A) Cw(p*,a*,A) (2.10)

with C+C 1, where a* (a, -a0), p* (—p, E) as compared to a (a, a0), p
(p, E) and (p ¦ a) (p* ¦ a*) 0, (a ¦ a) (a* ¦ a*) 1.

The known standard formulas, to be used later, are then

u(p, a, k)ü(p, a, A) — (~ip'+ m)|(l 4- iAy5^),* (2-11)

v(p, a, k)v(p, a, k)=—(-ip'-m)1(l + iky5ti),IE
with the normalization u+u v+v l. They follow immediately from equations
(2.9), (2.10) and the last of equations (2.4). Note that the products uü and vv in
equations (2.11) strictly speaking are not projectors, as they do not satisfy
equations (2.7).

3. We will now work out equation (1.5). For ease of notation, let us write

u(l) u(px, ax, kx), (3.1)

with the usual kinematics

Px (pi,Ex), p\ -m\, a\=l, (p1-a1) 0, A ±l (3.2)

and

1/(1) u(l)ö(l) -^ (-& + mx)\(l + ikxy5dx). (3-3)

Similarly

u(l) u(p2, a2, A2),

1/(2) u(2)u(2) — (-^2+ m2)è(l 4g ik2ysd2), (3.4)
2E2

P2 (p2,E2), pl -m|, a|=l, (p2-a2) 0, A ±l.
The masses m1; m2 can in general be different, as the concerned spinors are by no
means restricted to refer to a single fermion line. Evidentiating for once spinor
indices

Uaß(l, 1) ua(l)üß(l) Nx'd, l)Uap(l)Upß(l), (3.5)

where Nt(l, 1) is a complex constant given by

N1(l,2) û(l)u(2). (3.6)

By using equations (3.3), (3.4) and taking the trace of the second and third term
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in equations (3.5), one obtains

|Ni(l, 2)|2 {[nixm2- (pxP2)][l + kxk2(axa2)] + A1A2(p1a2)(p2a1)}.

(3.7)
For any choice of A1; A2, equation (3.7) determines Nx(l, 1) up to an intrinsically
undetermined phase. We find it useful to introduce the projectors

P±(l,2)=è(l±A1A2); (3.8)

as kx, k2 can take the values ±1, P±(l, 2) takes only the values 0 or 1. Equation
(3.7) then gives

N71(1,2) 2V1^
• {e-i<pî[(m1m2-p1p2)(l4Ga1a2)4G(Pla2)(p2a1)r1/2P+(l, 2) (3.9)

+ e-^[(mxm2- Plp2)(l - axa2) - (p1a2)(p2a1)r1/2P_(1, 2)}.

Equation (3.9) makes sense, of course, only if the values of the square brackets do
not vanish. We will encounter and discuss in Section 5 a case of vanishing values.
Note in equation (3.9) the presence of arbitrary, as yet unspecified, phases.
Equations (3.5) and (3.9) are the required result.

So far for the particle-particle case. The extension to antiparticle-antiparticle
or particle-antiparticle is straightforward. If

v(i) v(pi,bi,ki)
V(i) v(i)v(i) (3.10)

Pi=(Pi,Ei), p2 -m2, b2=l, (pA) 0, Ai=±l,
we obtain correspondingly

V(l, 2) v(l)v(l) N21(l, 2)V(1)V(2),
W(l, 1) o(l)ü(2) NJX(1, 2)V(1)U(1), (3.11)

X(l, 2) u(l)v(l) N4\l, 1)U(1)V(1),
where

NJ1(1,2) 2VE1E2.

{e^S[(-m1m2-p1p2)(l + a1a2)4G(p1a2)(p2a1)]-1/2P+(l, 2) (3.12)

+ e-i^[(-m1m2- Plp2)(l - aia2) - (p1a2)(p2a1)]-1/2P_(l, 2)}

and N2(l, 2), N4(l, 2) are identical to N^l, 2), N3(l, 2) respectively (if allowance
is made for the arbitrariness of the phases).

4. As a first application, we consider Coulomb potential scattering of an
electron. If fc is the momentum transfer, the amplitude is

A=-^"(2)74«(l). (4.1)

According to the discussion of previous sections, we read A as

A =-^Tr[y41/(1,2)], (4.2)
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where (7(1, 2) is given in equations (3.5). For the explicit calculation, we take the
kinematics as

Px (Pi, E), p2 (p2, taE), \px\ \p2\ y/E2-m2 ßE,

Pi Pi + fc. Px • V2 P2 cos ^-j,

where 8 is the scattering angle and the vectors ah i 1,2 correspond to longitudinal
polarization

ai (^-,-ß). (4.3)
\mß m I

One then has

Nx'd, 2) [| cos (I)]"p+d, 2) + [sin (|)]_P_(1, 2), (4.4)

where Af ±1, P±(l, 2) is given in equation (3.8) and phases have been dropped.
After performing the trace, equation (4.2) reads

A -f[coS(|)rta(.,2>+fsi„(f)Pta(.,4 (4.5)

Obtaining \A\2 is straightforward, as the P±(l, 2) are projectors:

iA|2=w[cos2 (l)p+(i'2)+(l)2sin2 (f)p-(i'4 (4-6)

The Mott scattering cross section for fully polarized initial and final states is

(Za)2 J_[^(|)Pta(l,2,+g)2tf(|)p.(1.2,]. (4,,4E2 4 4 /Ö\
ß sm y

When summing on the final polarization (which amounts here to averaging on the
initial), it simplifies to the familiar expression

dtr (Za)2

diì 4E2
4 (0\ß Sin k)
hrd^MÎ) (4-8)

A formula equivalent to equation (4.5) can be found in [1], where it is
obtained by using the explicit representation dependent expression of the spinor
components.

5. The t and s channel graphs contributing in lowest order to e+e~ elastic
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(t) (S)

Figure 1

The t and s channel lowest order graphs for e+e~ scattering.

scattering are shown in Fig. 1. The momenta of the in and out electrons are pl5 p3,
those of positrons p2, p4. The kinematics in the cm. system is

Pi + P2 p3 + P4, s -(Pl + p2)2 4E2, p=y/E2-m2 ßE,

Pi —p2 p(0,0,1), p3 —p4 p(sin 0 sin tp, sin 6 cos <p, cos 0), (5.1)

t -(P3-Pi)2 -4p2sin2-.

The corresponding amplitude is

A(t,s) At4-As,

A=Y«(3)7,u(l)t>(2)v(4),

As --Ü(2)7,«(1)«(3)V(4).

(5.2)

As in previous sections, we restrict ourselves to longitudinal polarizations. We put

(5.3)
1/(1, 3) u(l)fl(3) Nx\l, 3) 1/(1) 1/(3),
V(4,1) »(4)0(2) N21(4, 2) V(4) V(l),

so obtaining

Nrl(i,3)={û(i)M(3)ri

Ai[fcos(|)l P+(l,3) + e-

N21(4,2)={ô(4)o(2)}-1

-A2[fcos(^/J

.[s, g); P-(l, 3),

(5.4)

P+(4,2) + e**•h©rP-(4, 2),

where 1/(1, 3), N(l, 3) etc. are as in previous sections, a part the trivial change of
notation; the otherwise arbitrary phases of the coefficients of the various projectors

P±(l, 2) have been specified here for convenience of later use. Equations
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(5.2) then become

A jTr lyJJ(l, 3)] • Tr [7(iV(4, 2)]

»2 1

ta.2/-) x x /1 „ ûW C2.{AjAatp^ + AiA^l-cos 0)) + E2(l + cos 0)]P+(1, 3)P+(4, 2)
t IE2
+ k2e-^vmE sin 0P_(1, 3)P+(4, 2) (5.5)

-k^^mE sin 0P.n(l, 3)P_(4, 2)

-e^-V^m^l-cos 0)P-(1, 3)P„(4, 2)},

As -j Tr [7|ll/(l, 3)7^ V(4, 2)]

e2 1-- -z-zz-2 {[E2(l + cos 0)(1 - AjA2) - m2 cos 0(1 + kxk2)]P+(l, 3)P+(4, 2)

-k^^lmE sin 0P_(1, 3)P+(4, 2) (5-6)

4g A^^mE sin 0P^.(1, 3)P__(4, 2)

-^[e-^e^E^l-cos 6)(l-kxk2)
- m2 cos 0(14- AjA2)]P_(1, 3)P__(4, 2)}.

Note that A, is a product of traces, while As consists of a unique trace; but
one could also introduce the operators

W(4, 3) «(4)0(3) N^(4, 3)V(4)U(3),
X(l,l) u(l)v(l) N41(l,l)U(l)V(l),

so that the amplitudes can be evaluated as

A=yTr[y,X(l,2)y(iW(4,3)],
(5.8)

As -- Tr [y^X(l, 2)] • Tr [7^W(4, 3)].
s

The last way of writing As is surely the natural one for studying processes like
e+e~ —» p+p~, in which the in and out particles are different. A minor technical
problem arises however if we restrict ourselves, as previously, to longitudinal
polarizations; one has in fact

N4(1,2) 0P+(1,2). (5.9)

The coefficient of P_(l, 2) being equal to zero, equation (5.9) cannot be inverted
for its use in equation (5.7); similarly for N3(4, 3). To overcome this point, it is
sufficient to give to the polarization vectors a small transversal component, for
instance

Oi= ¦====[-p+ meh\,ßEi), (5.10)
mVl4-e2\3 /

n. ¦ Pi=0, e«l.
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One then obtains

|N4(l,2)|2 ß2P+(l,2) + (£ß)2p_(l,2) (5.11)

and

N4\l, 1) ß-lP+(l, 2)-i(eß)-1P„(l, 2); (5.12)

similarly

N31(4, 3) ß"1P+(4, 3)-ie-cx^(eß)_1P-(4, 3) (5.13)

(the choice of the phases will be commented in a moment).
After carrying out explicitly the traces and some straightforward algebra, the

result reads

e2 1

At — -^{[2p2(l + A2A4) + m2(A2A44-cos 0)]P+(1, 2)P+(4, 3)

+ k2eiX^mE sin 0P_(1,2)P+(4, 3)

+ k4e~iK^mE sin 0P+(1, 2)P_(4, 3)

-[E2(l+cos 0)(l4GA2A4)-ei^<pe-iX^m2(A2A4-rcos 0)P_(1, 2)P_(4, 3)]},

As ---^{-m2cos 0P+(1, 2)P+(4, 3)
s E

- k2eiX^mE sin 0P_(1, 2)P+(4, 3) (5.14)

-k4e-^vmE sin 0P+(1, 2)P_(4, 3)

+ ei^<pe~^'pE2(l + A2A4 cos 0)P_(1, 2)P_(4, 3)}.

They look different from equations (5.5), (5.6), but they are in fact identical,
thanks to the particular phases choosen in equations (5.4), (5.12) and (5.13), when
expressed in terms of the same set of projectors P±(l, 3), P±(4, 2) used there. A
different choice of phases in equations (5.12), (5.13) would give equality up to
phases, not identity between the two expressions. To obtain the cross section is

now trivial: one adds the amplitudes as given in equations (5.5), (5.6) or in
equations (5.14), squares them recalling that different projectors do not interfere
and, when needed, sums or averages over polarizations, which amounts to replace
by 1 or I the concerned projectors.
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